Tumor-associated retinal pigment epithelial proliferation simulating retinal pigment epithelial tear.
A lesion with both the clinical and fluorescein angiographic appearance of the classical retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) tear was discovered over the dome of an actively growing metastatic choroidal tumor in a patient with a previous history of breast carcinoma. However, our patient exhibited no evidence of pigment epithelial detachment or age-related macular degeneration, the underlying cause of the RPE tear. Although we cannot be sure that a true RPE tear did not exist over our patient's tumor, more likely, we are observing a tumor induced zone of RPE dehiscence accompanied by RPE proliferation at its border, giving a very similar fundus appearance. Possible pathogenic mechanisms for the finding in our patient, and a comparison to those mechanisms responsible for the classical RPE tear, are discussed.